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►►► Economy 

 
Business Insider 
►  Chinese economic data for July will be 'broadly upbeat  
While the world has been infatuated with the increasingly wild gyrations in 
China’s stock market, Capital Economics, like others, don’t believe it’s... 
 
WBP Online 
►  No Greek Bailout Without Debt Relief: IMF  
The International Monetary Fund won't provide more financing to Greece 
without addressing debt sustainability by euro zone member states and 
further economic reforms from the Greek government. 

►►► Politics 

 
International Business Times 
► Hillary Clinton Campaign Blasts 'Egregious' New York Times Reporting 
Errors 
Hillary Clinton's campaign has made public a strongly worded letter it sent to 
the New York Times, expressing “grave concern” about a recent story... 
 
Reuters 
►  Stressful times for low-polling Republicans who may miss debate stage 
With Donald Trump sucking up the oxygen on the campaign trail, these are 
stressful days for the group of Republican candidates who, try as they... 

►►► Opinions 

 
Chen Weihua 
►  Curb China-US military rivalry to avoid conflict 
Southeast of the National Museum of the Marine Corps in Virginia is a huge 
restricted access area known as Marine Corps Base Quantico.  
 
Kathy Lien 
►  They Just Keep Buying Dollars  
Investors continued to buy U.S. dollars even after weaker-than-expected 
growth, a drop in Treasury yields and an uptick in jobless claims. 

►►► Currencies 

 
Market Watch 
►  Dollar dips versus yen, euro ahead of U.S. data 
The dollar weakened slightly against the yen and the euro during Asia 
trade Friday, with investors reluctant to push hard in any direction until 
they have more clues on whether the Federal Reserve will raise short... 
 
FXStreet 
►  EUR/USD swings back higher to 1.0970 
The European currency extends its gradual recovery from weekly lows 
against the US dollar in the European morning, with EUR/USD hiking 
beyond 1.0950 levels, largely as the US dollar extends its corrective... 

►►► Markets 

 
RTT News 
►  European Stocks Set For Cautious Start 
European stocks are seen opening largely unchanged on Friday as oil prices 
continue to decline and the Chinese stock-market selloff seems far from over.  
 
The Business Times 
►  Oil prices down in Asia 
Oil prices extended their decline in Asia Friday after the Opec cartel indicated 
that current lofty output levels will remain, while a stronger dollar is also 
causing downward pressure.  

►►► Top Videos 

 
CNBC 
►  Will iron ore drop to $40? Quite likely: Expert 
Annalisa Jeffries, associate editorial director, Asia Metals at Platts, says 
sentiment for iron ore prices remains bearish, with analysts expecting a fall 
to $40 a tonne this year.  
 
Bloomberg 
►  Troika Meets in Athens as Tsipras Fights Opposition 
The trio of creditors hated by Greece’s anti-austerity party meet in Athens 
today as Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras tries to stamp out the opposition in 
order to secure a bailout.  
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